
Gabriel Partners has an immediate need to fill several 

positions within the next few weeks!  

Who We Are  

Gabriel Partners provides financial advisory, financial analytics and risk and 

compliance solutions to banks, law firms and their clients, securities firms, 

private equity firms and hedge funds, insurance companies, corporations and 

governments both domestically and globally. The firm’s professionals 

possess distinctive skills and experience in the areas of data and intelligence 

analytics, dispute analysis, corporate investigations, business valuations and 

transactional due diligence. With a client list and transaction history that 

includes some of the world’s largest law firms, banks other financial 

institutions, Gabriel Partners is the specialized advisory firm brought in to 

provide highly technical, focused approaches to providing solutions for our 

clients.  

 Careers 

 If you enjoy being challenged and are suited to succeed in a fast paced, 

intellectually stimulating environment, please read the following job titles 

and accompanying descriptions of the respective roles' functions and 

requirements. These descriptions will also better enable you to determine 

which position you are most qualified to fulfill. Two key areas for which the 

company is seeking immediate assistance is with data mining and financial 

analytics in our Risk and Compliance practice. In this practice, our analysts 

provide our financial institution clients with solutions to the Bank Secrecy 

Act’s Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing obligations, 

for whom we provide comprehensive outsourcing solutions. 

 It is in our Risk and Compliance that Gabriel Partners has an immediate need 

for several Associates, Senior Associates and Managers, as those positions 

are described below: 

  

http://www.gabrielpartners.com/


Associate 

Review and analyze financial data and documents. Much of this 

information is provided by our financial institution clients, much of it is 

gathered from third-party sources. 

 Senior Associate 

Assist in the development and execution of work plans provided by 

management, conduct higher-risk analyses and assist with preparing 

reports for clients. 

 Manager / Director 

Provide leadership on client engagements and be responsible for day-to-

day client interactions, client deliverables, project management, 

budgets, quality assurance, supervising and coaching. Managers and 

Directors will also develop and maintain relationships with prospective 

clients and actively participate in pursuing engagement opportunities. 

  

While a military intelligence background is not a requirement, Gabriel 

Partners is proud of its robust veterans recruiting initiative.  Veteran 

candidates who are good at working at gathering data and doing research, as 

well as working with numbers, can be good fit.  Military backgrounds that 

include Accounting, Procurement Specialists, Data Technicians, Engineers, 

Storekeepers, and IT Specialists might find this a good opportunity.  Veterans 

with applied backgrounds in understanding and applying tactical intelligence 

have proven successful in this position. To learn more about Gabriel’s 

veterans initiative, please click on http://www.gabrielpartners.com/veterans-

program.   

                                                                                                                            

                          

Contact 

  

Resumes from prospective candidates should go to Christopher Sandford at 

csandford@gabrielpartners.com. 
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